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Abstract: Leukaemia is a type of blood cancer that is caused by undeveloped
White Blood Cells (WBC), and it is also called a blast blood cell. In the
marrow of human bones, leukaemia is developed and is responsible for
blood cell generation with leukocytes and WBC, and if any cell gets blasted,
then it may become a cause of death. Therefore, the diagnosis of leukaemia
in its early stages helps greatly in the treatment along with saving human
lives. Subsequently, in terms of detection, image segmentation techniques
play a vital role, and they turn out to be the important image processing
steps for the extraction of feature patterns from the Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukaemia (ALL) type of blood cancer. Moreover, the image segmentation
technique focuses on the division of cells by segmenting a microscopic image
into background and cancer blood cell nucleus, which is well-known as the
Region Of Interest (ROI). As a result, in this article, we attempt to build a
segmentation technique capable of solving blood cell nucleus segmentation
issues using four distinct scenarios, including K-means, FCM (Fuzzy Cmeans), K-means with FFA (Firefly Algorithm), and FCM with FFA. Also,
we determine the most effective method of blood cell nucleus segmentation,
which we subsequently use for the Leukaemia classification model. Finally,
using the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) as a classifier, we developed
a leukaemia cancer classification model from the microscopic images. The
proposed system’s classification accuracy is tested using the CNN to test the
model on the ALL-IDB dataset and equate it to the current state of the art. In
terms of experimental analysis, we observed that the accuracy of the model is
near to 99%, and it is far better than other existing models that are designed
to segment and classify the types of leukaemia cancer in terms of ALL.
Keywords: Leukaemia; blood cell nucleus; image segmentation; HOG
descriptor; K-means; FCM; CNN; microscopic images
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1 Introduction

The automatic diagnosis of cancer disease is an emerging practice in the field of microscopy
image processing and computer-assisted pathology, which aims to provide fast and robust decisions,
based on the digital images segmentation approaches [1]. At the current time, automatic medical
diagnosing has been attracting the attention of numerous pathologists in research and clinic practicing
since Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems reduced human error, false-positive results, and time
complexity [2–4]. Microscopy image analysis techniques provide more accurate diagnosis results with
less processing time in the case of blood sample collection or diagnosis [5]. In automated microscopy
image analysis techniques, the image segmentation method is used to analyze the blood cells to help
pathologists in the diagnosis of some patterns of cancer diseases. Under such type of blood microscopic
image analysis, one of the most common patterns found in the existence of Leukaemia [6]. It is a
group of hematological neoplasia that usually affects human blood, bone marrow, and lymph nodes.
It is characterized by the proliferation of abnormal White Blood Cells (Leukocytes-WBC) in the bone
marrow without responding to cell growth inhibitors [7]. The severity of leukaemia depends on the
cell’s blast percentage in bone marrow or peripheral blood cells of humans. In the human body, acute
and chronic types of Leukaemia can be presented according to the pathologist, which can also be
classified on the affected cell type as Lymphocytic Leukaemia and Myelogenous Leukaemia. These
two subtypes of Leukaemia can also be further classified into several subcategories such as:
a) Acute Lymphocytic (or Lymphoblastic) Leukaemia (ALL), b) Chronic Lymphocytic
Leukaemia (CLL), c) Acute Myeloid (or Myelogenous) Leukaemia (AML), d) Chronic
Myeloid (or Myelogenous) Leukaemia (CML). The sample of blood microscopic images
for normal and Leukaemia is shown in Fig. 1, and we can easily segregate the types of
Leukaemia [8].

Figure 1: Normal and Leukaemia blood sample
In the above figure, blood microscopic images are shown, and they consist of blood cells composition of plasma along with three distinct cells (White, Red, and Platelets). Each one is responsible
for a different task. The role of red blood cells is to convey oxygen from the lungs to the tissues and
vice versa [9]. The WBC is responsible to fight against diseases in the human body, whereas platelets
are responsible to control bleeding. Leukaemia image is shown on the right side of the figure, where
the growth of the WBC increases rapidly and interferes with the operation performed by red blood
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cells and platelets [10]. In this research article, we consider only ALL and AML for the simulation of
the proposed automatic leukaemia cell nucleus segmentation model from blood microscopic images
by using different approaches. In recent times, many segmentation techniques have been introduced
by researchers for the diagnosis of leukaemia based on blood microscopic images [11]. Most used
techniques include various cluster-based segmentation procedures, for example, K-means, Fuzzy Cmeans (FCM), etc. However, if the original cluster locations are not well initialized and the background
and foreground data of blood microscopic images are mixed, then the clustering process is likely to
fail. Therefore, we can say that the unsupervised clustering-based segmentation approaches suffer
from the curse of dimensionality and pixel mix-up problems [12]. In such situations, the thresholding
image process problem can be expressed as a multimodal optimization problem involving a mixture
of clustering-based segmentation approaches to solving the limitations of pure clustering-based
segmentation approaches of blood microscopic images [13]. Furthermore, we present a comparative
analysis of the automatic leukaemia cell nucleus segmentation model from blood microscopic images
using the hybridization of K-means with Firefly Optimization Algorithm (FFA), FCM with FFA. To
train the model, we used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as semi-supervised classifiers with
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature descriptor. The block diagram of the proposed model
is shown in Fig. 2
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Figure 2: Block diagram of proposed model
This research article focused on the development of a comparative model for automatic leukaemia
blood cell nucleus segmentation from the blood microscopic images using the hybridization of Kmeans with FFA, FCM with FFA. The major contributions in this research are listed as:
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1. We present a state-of-the-art survey along with the analysis of the existing techniques in the
area of blood cell nucleus segmentation from the microscopic images of ALL-IDB (AcuteLymphoblastic Leukaemia Image Database for Image Processing) dataset.
2. We design a hybrid segmentation algorithm with the help of an existing K-means clusteringbased segmentation technique with FFA as an optimization technique in the proposed
exemplary.
3. We also design a hybrid segmentation algorithm with the help of an existing FCM clusteringbased segmentation technique with FFA as an optimization technique in the proposed
exemplary.
4. To extract features from the segmented blood cell nucleus, the HOG descriptor is used with
FFA as a feature optimization or selection approach.
5. For the Classification of the blood cancer type in terms of ALL from microscopic images, CNN
is used through a classifier.
6. To validate the efficiency of the proposed comparative model, we compare the existing as well
hybrid segmentation approaches with existing segmentation techniques in terms of Execution
Time and Accuracy.
The remaining work is organized as follows: in Section 2, the related work performed by
researchers in the field of blood cell segmentation and classification of cancer is presented. In Section
3, the detailed methodology of the proposed comparative model is presented, whereas in Section 4, the
results and discussion are presented in terms of evaluated performance parameters with comparative
analysis. In Section 5, the conclusions of the work with future trends of automatic blood cancer disease
diagnosis are presented.
2 Related Work

In the recent past, researchers have used a lot of segmentation algorithms to propose a better
solution to provide optimal segmentation results, but they have not achieved good results according
to the medical science era. In 2019, Jaboriy et al. [1] published an ALL segmentation based on
neighborhood pixel results. In this work, a modified leukocyte cell division technique was developed
by authors, which relies upon the AI approach and the picture readiness strategy. It was found
that the introduced technique returned an exactness of division of effect cells with 97% accuracy.
V. Acharya and P. Kumar [2] had researched the recognition of ALL types of leukaemia using
image segmentation with the utilization of data mining image clustering algorithms. The developed
algorithm is used to segment the nucleus as well as cytoplasm of WBC from the microscopic images.
A model was then developed to train the model based on the extracted set of features. The proposed
clustering-based algorithm achieved overall good segmentation accuracy near 98%, but there is a
chance available to achieve maximum accuracy by utilizing the optimization technique with clusteringbased segmentation approaches. Tuba et al. [5] structured a model for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia
cell detection in tiny computerized pictures dependent on shape and surface highlights. The proposed
technique uses shape and surface highlights as an info vector for helping vector machine streamlined
by no-frills firecrackers calculation. In light of the outcomes acquired scheduled, the ALL-IDB dataset
and the author’s strategy demonstrates an aggressive exactness of arrangement contrasting with other
cutting edge technologies. Mishra et al. [6] developed a system related to minuscule blood smear
for the identification of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, which was standardized and compiled in a
written presentation in 2019. They showed how to organize black-and-white communities in a small
picture using a strong technique. This method accomplished a true 98.6% specificity of the data used
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for ALL IDB-1 and the model was limited to certain types of leukemia. Setiawan et al. [7] planned
a model for the arrangement of blood cell types in AML of M-4, M-5 and M-7 Subtypes with an
SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier. Makers endeavor to help beat the issue by doing cell-type
customized portrayal from cells pictures. The course of action is performed on cell sorts of forerunners
cells got from bone marrow game plans. The stages that have been done are pre-getting ready, division,
extraction and feature decision, and portrayal. Features used as the commitment of course of action
stage are zone, center extent, circularity, edge, mean, and standard deviation. The results exhibited
the accomplishment pace of cell division landed at 87.72% of the complete 1710 cells. A similar kind
of work has been done by some researchers [14–16]. Shafique et al. [17] have presented an integrated
approach for gene selection using the SVM approach in combination with information gain (IG).
Initially, the redundant genes have been filtered using IG approach. Furthermore, to reduce noise
from the dataset, SVM approach was applied. The obtained output from SVM is then applied to
the LIB-SVM classifier. The results obtained with the IG SVM approach performed well with an
accuracy of 90.32%. Inbarani et al. [18] have presented a model for the segmentation of leukaemia
images using a hybrid histogram-based soft covering through K-means clustering algorithm and
also explain the FCM based clustering mechanism on blood microscopic images. In this research,
the authors presented a novel hybrid HSCRKM (Histogram-based soft covering through K-means)
algorithm for leukaemia blood cell nucleus segmentation is deliberated. Here, the concept of image
histogram was utilized to identify the total number of clusters present in the image, and also machine
learning-based prediction algorithms were applied to classify the cancerous and non-cancerous blood
cells. Gao et al. [19] has used a supervised learning approach to differentiate acute lymphoblastic and
myeloid leukaemia. The highest accuracy of 98% has been achieved using ANN with zero error in
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. Some other work pertaining to cancer and latest techniques that can
be integrated with the present work in future has been covered by researchers [20–26]. Similar some
work done by the researchers in the direction of other medical disorders using the advanced intelligent
techniques are discussed in [27–40]. Moreover, the researches [41–48] unveil the recent work on the
medical image processing. After studying existing research literature in the ALL area of segmentation
and classification, we find out the following points:
1. The blood microscopic images are used in several existing research for ALL types, and they
have not worked on other types like AML, CLL, and CML.
2. The pre-processing technique used in the existing works cannot provide better normalized ALL
segmented data by utilizing the concept of clustering-based segmentation. Thus, the irrelevancy
of the feature set is maximum due to the appearance of un-normalized ALL segmented data,
data with background, and noisy. These types of problems are removed by using swarm-based
optimization algorithms.
3. In lots of work, binary classifiers such as Naïve-Bayes, SVM, K-NN, etc. are used for multi
kinds of leukaemia model cannot perform superior on the microscopic images.
According to the survey, we conclude a key point that helps to summarize the problem in the
proposed comparative model for automatic leukaemia blood cell nucleus segmentation from the blood
microscopic images. Initially, we initiate a completely automated hybrid method for the blood cell
nucleus, which is known as Region of Interest (ROI) segmentation, by using K-means with FFA along
with comparing it with other scenarios.
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3 Working of the Proposed Model

In this section of the research article, we describe the procedure and working steps of the proposed
model for the segmentation of the blood cell nucleus from the microscopic images. We focused on
introducing a comparative blood cell nucleus segmentation model in four different scenarios such as:
3.1 Modelling Using FCM

This scenario of blood cell nucleus segmentation is based on the FCM as a segmentation approach.
FCM is a clustering method that allows one pixel of the microscopic image to belong to two or more
clusters and based on this architecture, FCM creates two parts of a microscopic image. The first part
is known as the Background Part, and the other is known as Foreground Part. The foreground of the
image contains the pixel of the blood cell nucleus, and extra pixels are stored in the background of the
segmented part. The FCM’s algorithm is written as follows:
Algorithm 1: Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM)
1. Input: Microscopic Images  M-Image
2. Output: Background and Foreground of Microscopic Images  B-Image and F-Images
3. Start
4. Initialize an estimated group (G = 2)
5. Calculate the size of M-Image in terms of [Row, Col.]
6. Initialize number of clusters,
7. C = C1 and C2 // C1 for B-Images and C2 for F-Images
8. Set ITR = N
9. While ITR = N
10. For m  1 to all Rows
11. For n  1 to all Col
12. If M-Image (m, j) = = C1
13. B-Image (m, j) = M-Image (m, j)
14. Else if M-Image (m, j) = = C2
15. F-Image (m, j) = M-Image (m, j)
16. End–If
17. Adjust Centroid C using the given equation
n
n

 

18. Cij = ( [C1, C2] γGm ∗xG / C1, C2]γGm
1

1

19. Repeat until all data has not been covered, then measure the data distance and describe the
membership function using the given equation.
n 
1/m−1 −1

]
d2Gm /d2Gn
20. [C1, C2] =
1

21. End For
22. End For
23. End While
24. Return: B-Image and F-Image as a segmented background and foreground of microscopic images
25. End
After the segmentation of microscopic images using the FCM, the obtained segmented result with
original images is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: (a) Original microscopic image (b) segmented image using FCM
3.2 Modelling Using K-Means

In this scenario, we used K-means as a segmentation technique. By utilizing the concept of Kmeans, we can segment the blood cell nucleus with more accuracy, but also the mix-up issues faced for
light blast cells and K-means cannot segment them accurately. It is a type of unsupervised clustering
algorithm and can separate the input microscopic image pixels into multiple clusters based on pixel
values. In The K-means algorithm is written as [8]:
Algorithm 2: K-means
1. Input: Microscopic Images  M-Image
2. Output: Background and Foreground of Microscopic Images  B-Image and F-Images
3. Start
4. Initialize an estimated group (G = 2)
5. Calculate the size of M-Image in terms of [Row, Col.]
6. Define initial B-Image and F-Images and random Centroid C = C1 and C2 // C1 for B-Images and
C2 for F-Images
7. Set ITR = N
8. While ITR = N
9. For i  1 to all Rows
10. For j  1 to all Columns
11. If M-Image (i, j) = = C1
12. B-Image (i, j) = M-Image (m, n)
13. Else if M-Image (i, j) = = C2
14. F-Image (i, j) = M-Image (i, j)
15. End–If
16. Adjust Centroid C using their mean
17. C = Average (B-Image, F-Image) using the given equation
Col
Row

C1ij +C2ij
18. Cij =
2
i=1 j=1

19. End For
20. End For
21. End While
22. Return: B-Image and F-Image as a segmented background and foreground of microscopic images
23. End
After the segmentation of microscopic images using the K-means as segmentation approach, the
obtained segmented result with original images is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: (a) Original microscopic image (b) segmented image using K-mean
3.3 Modelling Using FCM with FFA

In this scenario, we used FCM with FFA as a hybrid segmentation technique. Here, the separation
problem of FCM is solved by the FFA with the help of a fitness function. FFA is a swarm-based
bio-inspired metaheuristic algorithm that helps to search the mix-up pixel and then separate them
by utilizing the concept of morphological operations. In 2007, Dr. Xin-She Yang at Cambridge
University developed a metaheuristic FFA and based on the behavior of swarms such as insects or
fire extinguishers. FFA has three different rules set for some of the major features of fireflies such as
all fireflies are unisex, and will go to the more attractive and brighter fireflies second attractiveness of
a firefly is directly proportional to its brightness and third is the brightness or light intensity of a firefly
is calculated using the value of the fitness function of a pixel mix-up problem during the segmentation.
The algorithm of FCM with FFA segmentation is written as [8]:
Algorithm 3: FCM with FFA
1. Input: Microscopic Images  M-Image
2. Output: Optimized Background and Foreground of Microscopic Images  OB-Image and OFImages
3. Start
4. Initialize an estimated group (G = 2)
5. Calculate the size of M-Image in terms of [Row, Col.]
6. Initialize number of clusters, C = C1 and C2 // C1 for B-Images and C2 for F-Images
7. Set ITR = N
8. While ITR = N
9. For m  1 to all Row
10. For n  1 to all Col
11. If M-Image (m, j) = = C1
12. B-Image (m, j) = M-Image (m, j)
13. Else if M-Image (m, j) = = C2
14. F-Image (m, j) = M-Image (m, j)
15. End If
16. Adjust Centroid C using the given equation
n
n

 

17. Cij = ( [C1, C2] γGm ∗xG / C1, C2]γGm
1

1

18. Repeat until all data has not been covered, then measure the data distance and describe the
membership function using the given equation.
n 
1/m−1 −1

]
d2Gm /d2Gn
19. [C1, C2] =
1

20. End For
(Continued)
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Algorithm 3: Continued
21. End For
22. End While
23. To optimized the B-Image and F-Image, FFA is used
24. Set up basic parameters of FFA: Population of Firefly (PF)–Number of Sensor Nodes
25. Attractiveness Function:
26. Where, d = distance between any two fireflies
27. β0 = initial attractiveness at d = 0
28. ψ = absorption coefficient used to control the light intensity
29. m = Position of PF
30. Fitness Function:

1; if M − ImagePixel < ThresholdPixel
31. F (f) =
0;
Otherwise
32. Calculate Length of M-Image in terms of Row & Column
33. Set, OB-Image and OF-Images = []
34. For m = 1 Row
35. For n = 1 Col
36. CFF = M-Image (m, n)
m 
n

M−Image(m, n)
37. MFF =
m×n
1

1

38. Threshold = FFA (F (f), CFF, MFF)
39. End For
40. End For
41. If M-Image (Pixels) < Threshold
42. OB-Image = M-Image
43. Else
44. OF-Image = M-Image
45. End If
46. Return: OB-Image and OF-Image as a segmented optimized background and foreground of
microscopic images
47. End
With the help of the above-mentioned hybrid algorithm, we segment the microscopic images into
two-part named as optimized background and foreground of microscopic images and the segmented
result with original images is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: (a) Original microscopic image (b) segmented image using FCM with FFA
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3.4 Modelling Using K-Means with FFA

This is the proposed scenario in which we used K-means with FFA as a hybrid segmentation
technique. Here, the separation problem of K-means is solved by the FFA with the help of fitness
function same as in algorithm 3, and the algorithm of K-means with FFA segmentation is written as:
Algorithm 4: K-means with FFA
1. Input: Microscopic Images  M-Image
2. Output: Optimized Background and Foreground of Microscopic Images  OB-Image and OFImages
3. Start
4. Initialize an estimated group (G = 2)
5. Calculate the size of M-Image in terms of [Row, Col.]
6. Define initial B-Image and F-Images and random Centroid C = C1 and C2 // C1 for B-Images and
C2 for F-Images
7. Set ITR = N
8. While ITR = N
9. For i  1 to all Row
10. For j  1 to all Col
11. If M-Image (i, j) = = C1
12. B-Image (i, j) = M-Image (i, j)
13. Else if M-Image (i, j) = = C2
14. F-Image (i, j) = M-Image (i, j)
15. End–If
16. Adjust Centroid C using their mean
17. C = Average (B-Image, F-Image) using the given equation
Row
Col

C1ij +C2ij
18. Cij =
2
i=1 j=1

19. End For
20. End For
21. End While
22. To optimized the B-Image and F-Image, FFA is used
23. Set up basic parameters of FFA: Population of Firefly (PF)–Number of Sensor Nodes
24. Attractiveness Function:
25. Where, d = distance between any two fireflies
26. β 0 = initial attractiveness at d = 0
27. ψ = absorption coefficient used to control the light intensity
28. m = Position of PF
29. Fitness Function:

1; if M − ImagePixel < ThresholdPixel
30. F (f) =
0;
Otherwise
31. Calculate Length of M-Image in terms of Row & Col
32. Set, OB-Image and OF-Images = []
(Continued)
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Algorithm 4: Continued
33. For m = 1  Row
34. For n = 1  Col
35. CFF = M-Image (m, n)
m n M − Image (m, n)
36. MFF = 1 1
m×n
37. Threshold = FFA (F (f), CFF, MFF)
38. End For
39. End For
40. If M-Image (Pixels) < Threshold
41. OB-Image = M-Image
42. Else
43. OF-Image = M-Image
44. End If
45. Return: OB-Image and OF-Image as a segmented optimized background and foreground of
microscopic images
46. End
With the help of above mentioned proposed hybrid algorithm, we segment the microscopic images
into two-part named as optimized background and foreground of microscopic images using the
combination of K-means with FFA, and the segmented result with original images is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: (a) Original microscopic image (b) segmented image using K-mean with FFA
3.5 ALL-IDB Dataset

The given dataset is used to classify the cancer types along with the segmentation of the blood
cell nucleus in terms of AML and ALL. Moreover, it is vital to pre-process the data, as the internet
data traffic is increasing with every passing day [49–55]. These datasets of blood cancer contain
ALL and AML samples from the patient’s Bone Marrow and Peripheral Blood in the form of
microscopic images, and the intensity values have been re-scaled in the pre-processing phase. The
images of the dataset have been caught with an optical research facility magnifying lens combined
with a Canon Power Shot G5 Camera and all images are in the format of JPG with 24-bit shading.
The ALL-IDB adaptation 1.0 can be utilized both for testing division ability of calculations, just as
the characterization frameworks and picture pre-processing strategies. This dataset is made out of
108 pictures gathered during September 2005. It contains around 39000 blood components, where
the lymphocytes have been termed by master oncologists. The pictures are taken with numerous
amplification of the magnifying lens going from 300 to 500. The sample of dataset images is shown in
Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Sample of microscopic images
4 Methodological Steps of the Proposed Model

The methodological steps of the proposed model are given as:
After the pre-processing, we need to extract the feature pattern of ALL and AML microscopic
images based using the HOG descriptor because of the reliability and consistency of features. Also, we
used the HOG descriptor as a function extraction method in this case. The HOG descriptor is a fast
and dependable algorithm for extracting the local, invariant, and oriented feature set from a dataset.
The used algorithm of HOG descriptor is explained in [8]. The HOG feature extraction algorithm was
applied to the segmented cell ROI of the microscopic image. The results are shown in Fig. 8, which are
useful in training as well as the classification process of the proposed work [6].

Figure 8: HOG feature of blood cell nucleus
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Moreover, to achieve a better classification accuracy of the proposed model with a hybrid
segmentation approach using K-means with FFA, this step is performed in terms of the selection
of a set of best features set from the HOG feature set. Because numerous features are irrelevant as they
do not involve in the training scenario, they increase the chances of error in the model. Therefore, the
reduction or selection of feature patterns is performed in the proposed mode model. Moreover, there
is a need for a feature selection or reduction approach to select the most effective feature patterns
according to the cancer data classes, so we used the concept of FFA with a novel fitness function
that helps to select an optimal set of feature patterns and fulfill the goal of feature selection to
remove redundant and irrelevant feature pattern for enhancing the proposed model performance. The
algorithm of FFA for feature selection or optimization is written as follows:
Algorithm 5: FFA Feature Selection
1. Input: HOG Points  HOG feature points
2. Output: OHOG Points  Optimized feature points
3. Start
4. Calculate, T = Size (HOG Points)
5. Fitness function:

Selected if the feature is appropriate
6. f (fit) =
Rejected
otherwise
7. For m = 1  T
P

8. fs = Data (i)
i=1
P
Data(i)
i=1
Length of feature

9. ft =
10. OHOG Points = FFA (P, T, LB, UB, N, f (fit))
11. End For
12. Return: OHOG Points as a set of optimized feature points
13. End
After the training, we save the trained structure of CNN that is used in the classification of ALL
and AML cancer types of leukemia from the macroscopic images, and the flowchart of the model is
shown in Fig. 9. The flowchart of the proposed model is shown in the above figure, where segmentation
is based on the four different scenarios such K-means, FCM, K-means with FFA and FCM with FFA,
and the training of the model is done using the CNN as a classifier.
Algorithm 6: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
1. Input: OHOG Points  Optimized Feature Points as training data (T-Data), Target of ALL and
AML, and Number of Neurons (N)
2. Output: Seg-Net  Classified results with trained CNN structure
3. Start
4. For m = 1  OHOG Points
5. If T-Data belongs to ALL then
6. G (1) = T − data (1)
7. Else if Training Data belongs to AML then
8. G (2) = T − data (2)
9. Else
10. G (3) = Extra // for others cases
(Continued)
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Algorithm 6: Continued
11. End
12. Call CNN,
13. Seg-Net = PATTERNNET (N)
14. Set the training performance parameters according to the requirements
15. Train the system,
16. Seg-Net = Train (Seg − Net, T − Data , G)
17. Classification Results = simulate (Seg-Net, Test image HOG feature points)
18. If Classification Results match with trained structure’s group
19. Show classified results in terms of the ALL and AML cancer types
20. Calculate the model performance parameters
21. End
22. Return: Classification results as a type of ALL and AML with trained CNN Seg-Net Structure
23. End

Figure 9: Flowchart of the proposed model
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The extracted and optimized HOG feature passes to CNN as input data for the training of model
and store which is used in the classification process to classify the type of cancer in terms of ALL or
AML with is images taken from ALL-IDB dataset. The experimental results of the model are described
in the next section of the research article.
5 Experimental Results

In this work, we proposed a comparative model for the blood cell nucleus segmentation from
microscopic images using the four different scenarios such as K-means, FCM, and K-means with
FFA and FCM with FFA as described in Tab. 1. We present a comparative study for the segmentation
to develop a cancer classification model in terms of ALL and AML blood cancer through optimized
HOG-based CNN. We also compare the simulation results of the proposed model with existing work
presented by Al-jaboriy, V. Acharya, S. Mishra, S. Kumar, and H. Abedy in the section of this article.
Firstly, we compare the segmentation results of the four different scenarios in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Comparison of segmentation scenarios
No.
of
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average

FCM

K-means

FCM with FFA

K-means with FFA

Time

Accuracy Time

Accuracy Time

Accuracy Time

Accuracy

3.529
3.592
4.051
4.324
4.025
3.988
4.576
4.038
4.396
4.636
4.115

92.34
90.84
93.38
89.43
90.93
87.84
91.81
94.38
89.84
86.92
90.771

96.34
93.45
94.25
91.44
94.94
93.85
92.49
96.53
94.82
89.91
93.802

97.73
96.48
98.37
95.93
96.83
96.93
95.47
98.73
97.33
93.44
96.724

99.83
99.05
99.94
98.73
98.93
99.94
99.07
98.88
99.83
99.95
99.415

2.467
2.529
2.988
3.262
2.963
2.925
3.513
2.976
3.334
3.574
3.053

7.556
7.619
8.078
8.351
8.053
8.015
8.608
8.066
8.424
8.664
8.143

4.664
4.727
5.186
5.459
5.161
5.123
5.711
5.173
5.532
5.772
5.251

The comparison of evaluation parameters for the proposed four different scenarios is shown in
Fig. 10 where K-means, FCM, and K-means with FFA and FCM with FFA is used as segmentation
algorithm to segment the blood cell nucleus from the microscopic images. We then used the CNN as
a classifier to train and test the proposed model. The classification accuracy of the proposed model is
compared with the existing works. The comparison of proposed work with some other existing work
[8], which is considered in a survey of proposed work, is described in Tab. 2. According to the observed
values, we got the insights of the proposed model with existing works based on different approaches
and algorithm for segmentation as well as training and classification purposes in the developed model.
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Figure 10: Comparison of segmentation scenarios based on accuracy and execution time

Table 2: Model comparison with existing work
Authors

Accuracy (%)

Jaboriy et al. [1]
Acharya et al. [2]
Mishra et al. [6]
Kumar et al. [11]
Abedy et al. [15]
Proposed Approach

97.01
93.15
91.32
95.74
96.35
99.14

The Fig. 10 signifies the comparative analysis of existing work based on the classification accuracy
for the classification of blood cancer types in terms of ALL and AML leukaemia. From the figure,
we observe that the accuracy achieve by the proposed model is better than other authors by using
the hybrid segmentation approach of K-means with FFA as an optimization technique, and CNN is
used as a classifier. We compare the results of the proposed model using the CNN with the existing
model to classify the ALL and AML type of blood cancer from microscopic images. We observed that
the achieved accuracy of the proposed model is far better than the existing work by utilizing the FFA
based cell nucleus segmentation technique in the proposed model.
6 Conclusion and the Future Work

In this paper, we propose a method which tries to solve the blood cell nucleus segmentation
problems with the help of four different scenarios such as K-means, FCM, and K-means with FFA
and FCM with FFA. We have used the publicly available ALL-IDB microscopic image dataset that
contains non-segmentation images of the blood sample. All developed segmentation methods are
compared with each other based on execution time and accuracy. We also compared the finalized
model with different state-of-the-art. In this research, we developed automatic leukaemia cell nucleus
segmentation for the blood cancer classification model from microscopic images and we then select
the best segmentation approach in this model from the four different scenarios. We then developed a
cancer classification model from the microscopic image using a CNN based on the proposed hybrid
segmentation technique. It gives an in-depth explanation of the various segmentation and classification
models for cancer identification from microscopic images, which is a challenging task in medical
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research. When the proposed model is simulated on the ALL-IDB dataset using the principle of CNN,
the classification accuracy is stated to be close to 99%, while the actual job accuracy is comparatively
less. In the future, the proposed model can be extended for the large dataset that contains more than
one million microscopic images as well as for other types of cancer [56–59].
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